Abstract. Gabor frames with redundancy property can achieve efficient reconstruction, which play a vital role in applied mathematics and engineering fields. In this paper, symmetric or antisymmetric Gabor frames about any symmetric points with any invertible matrices in higher dimensions are constructed from Gabor frames given. The existing results with symmetric property about origin in one dimension are generalized to the case of any invertible matrices and any symmetric points in higher dimensions.
Introduction
Frames were first found and introduced by Duffin and Schaeffer [1] who studied nonharmonic Fourier series. Then, the important work of Daubechies, Grossmann, and Meyer [2] attracted many people's attention. Since then, the theory of frames began to be more widely studied. Traditionally, frames have been used in signal processing, image processing, data compression and sampling theory. Recently, frames are also used to other engineering fields such as quantization [3] and coding theory and data transmission technology [4] .
The first Gabor system was defined and studied by Gabor [5] 
where
 . An important development about Gabor systems is due to Daubechies, Grossmann and Meyer [2] who placed the problem of Gabor expansions in the framework of frames for a Hilbert space and studied them.
Gabor analysis in real straight line has been widely studied by many people from 1970 and main fundamental and important questions have been successfully solved by means of harmonic analysis and complex analysis, and so on. The main characterization about Gabor frames is provided due to works of [6] and [7] . Authors [8] gave the sufficient conditions in time domain for the Gabor system to be a frame. Then, the monograph of Grochenig [9] discussed in detail time frequency analysis and Gabor systems.
The symmetry plays an important role in engineering because it can reduce image's distortion. In [10] , authors gave a simple way to construct symmetric or antisymmetric wavelet frames from any wavelet frames given. Motivated by paper [11] , some authors discussed the case of Gabor system [11] . Symmetric or antisymmetric Gabor frames with several generators in integer sampling lattices are constructed. At last, some examples are provided to prove the theory.
In this paper, some results of [11] with symmetric property about origin in one dimension are generalized to the case of any invertible matrices and any symmetric points in higher dimensions. Symmetric or antisymmetric Gabor frames about any symmetric points with any invertible matrices in 6th International Conference on Sensor Network and Computer Engineering (ICSNCE 2016) higher dimensions are constructed from Gabor frames given. In special, symmetric or antisymmetric Parseval Gabor frames are obtained. We borrow some thoughts of existing result in wavelet analysis and Gabor analysis. At last, some symmetric or antisymmetric examples are given to prove our theory.
Preliminaries
In this paper, n R and n Z denote real number set and the integer set in the n-dimensional, respectively. 2 ,.
The numbers , CD are called lower and upper frame bounds, respectively (the largest C and the smallest D for which (2) holds are the optimal frame bounds). Those sequences which satisfy only the upper inequality in (2) 
it is called an alternate dual frame of {} i i N f  . In the following, we give the definitions of Gabor frame. Definition 2.2. We say that the Gabor system defined by Eq. 1 is a Gabor frame if it is a frame for 2 () n LR .
Main Results
In this section, we will consider constructing symmetric Gabor frames with any invertible matrices and with any symmetric points in higher dimensions from any Gabor frames given. We generalize the existing result in one dimension [11] to the case of any invertible matrices and any symmetric points in higher dimensions. 
In order to prove above main result, we will calculate the series
From definition of 1 m g and the property of inner product, we can easily deduce
When 12 , zz are any complex numbers, we have
According to Eq. 9 and Eq. 10, we have 
